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SAYS WE'RE THE FINEST

"It was with pleasure that I renewed my dues to begin my second year in the finest club yet invented. I sure do look forward to the weekly bulletins now."

-Dan Phillips - 445 Eagle Bend Road - Clinton, Tenn.

NEW MEMBERS

BRIAN RAYLINGS
KARL E. FEIGHT
CHARLES A. BROWN

4376 Wilson Avenue
10511 Buttonwood Street
1532 Clay Street

Montreal 28, Quebec
Reading, Pennsylvania
Woodstock, Illinois

RENEWALS

Pfilip Jacobs
Hank Tyn dall
Walter Goldy
C. C. Smith
Robert B. Sperry
E. Bartlett Brown
Martin R. Wright
Norman Maguire (two years)

Porter Atherton
Herb Campbell
Ted Vasileopoulos
Fred Berene
Hank Holbrook
Joe Brauner
Roger Anderson

Ken Maylath
Bob Botsun
Bob Foxworth
Mort Meekan
Ben Patch
Scooter Segraves
James O'Brien
Terrence Cuthbert (rejoining)

Buddy Giles
Dan Phillips
John E. Janek
Raleigh Siss
Conrad Roland
Robert C. Morris
Ben Patch

NRC DX CALENDAR

Date Calls Kc/a Location Watts A.M. E.S.T. Station Time
Mon. Nov. 23 C J M T 1430 Chicoutimi, Quebec 1,000 3:30 - 4:00* 3:30 EST
23 W S N J 1240 Bridgeton, New Jersey 250 4:30 - 5:00 4:30 EST
Mon. Nov. 30 K K I S 980 Pittsburgh, California 5,000 3:01 - 4:00 12:01 PST
Mon. Dec. 20 W L A R 1450 Athens, Tennessee 250 4:00 - 5:00 4:00 EST

* Note change in time for this program - see Page 2 for write-up for CJMT and WSNJ.

Mon. Nov. 23 K T I S 900 Minneapolis, Minn. 1,000 3:30 - 4:00 2:30 CST
Mon. Nov. 30 W B R V 900 Boonville, N.Y. (TT) 500 3:30 - 4:00 3:30 EST
30 C K L N 1390 Nelson, British Col. 1,000 4:00 - 5:00 1:00 PST
Mon. Dec. 7 C J S O 1320 Sorel, Quebec 1,000 4:00 - 5:00 4:00 EST
Mon. Dec. 7 R. Guardian 610 Port-of-Spain, Trinidad ? 3:00 - 5:00 (tentative)
21 C H O K 1070 Sarnia, Ontario 1,000 3:30 - 4:00 3:30 EST
21 C J I B 940 Vernon, British Col. 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 1:00 PST
21 W G R O 960 Lake City, Florida 1,000 4:30 - 5:00 4:30 EST
21 W S M E 1220 Sanford, Maine 1,000 4:30 - 5:00 4:30 EST
21 C J S S 1220 Cornwall, Ontario 1,000 1:00 - 2:00 1:00 EST
28 W O T W 900 Nashua, New Hampshire 1,000 1:00 - 1:30 1:00 EST
28 K V C L 1270 Winnfield, Louisiana 1,000 3:00 - 3:30 2:00 CST
Mon. Jan. 4 W H L M 550 Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 1,000 3:00 - 3:30 3:00 EST
4 W K M T 1220 Kings Mountain, N. C. 1,000 4:00 - 5:00 4:00 EST
4 C J C J 920 Woodstock, New Brunswick 1,000 4:00 - 5:00 5:00 EST
Mon. Jan. 18 C H W K 1270 Chilliwack, Brit. Col. 1,000 3:30 - 4:30 12:30 PST
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Please note this time has been changed to 3:30-4:00 to avoid the new early sign-on of Station WKF in Warrenton, Virginia. So we believe this will be a clear channel for a big DX Show from friendly CJMT. They will read our official N.R.C. pamphlet over the air during the course of the broadcast, and give information about their station, city, and region. You will hear French Canadian music and songs, and their station identification is going to be given in not only English and French, but also in Italian and Spanish. Customarily, CJMT speaks French only, but M. Soucy hopes you will all understand the English, and that they will be heard far, far away. Mr. Lucien Simard is the Chief Engineer, and we thank him and Mr. Soucy very heartily.

Mr. Paul Algar, General Manager

This is a station many DXers need, and herewith is a chance to hear them on a special DX program. Of course, 1240 will not be clear, but we feel WSNJ should get out quite well to the Easterners, and we hope, into the Mid-West at least. It has been a long while since WSNJ has been on at such an hour as this, and we do hope that everybody will be tuning furiously for this 250 watt in Southern New Jersey. They are expected to play popular music, while making station identification after every selection. Stations which will probably be on are WIBC in Chicago; WDOV in Roanoke; WMAK in Macon and WJIN in Louisville. They'll be looking for a lot of reports, so all of you who can pick up WSNJ please be sure to report, and others, send that thank-you card!
November 14 1959
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SUNDAY TIPS TO Everett Johnson 907-16th St. Mendota, ILL. (E.S.T.)

750 KFIR Bismarck N.D. S/off 01:07 (C.Territo) N.J.

600 WCVP Murphy N.J. S/on 03:10 (J.Brauner) (Pa.)

790 WEAU Eau Claire Wis. using call of WLAQ as of 11/1. (Kruse)

91C WABJ Bangor Me. S/on 5:15 (Territo) N.J.

960 WBGC Salisbury Md. S/on 5:45 (Territo) N.J.

980 WEXX Peterborough Ont. S/on 06:00 Off 01:00 (Cuthbert) (Ont.)

KUTI Yakima Wash. 8/C 4th ion 3:15-4:00 (Kraul) Ill.

990 KTRM Beaumont Tex. S/off 01:02 (G.Dexter) (Pa.)

99C KKSU Ottumwa Iowa. S/off 01:00 8/C 1st Tues. 3:15-6:00 TT (Kruse) (Ia)

1010 KDLA De Ridder La. R/C 1st Tues. 3:15-6:00 TT (Kruse) (Ia)

1240 CERW Sunnyside. P.O.I. S/on 05:00 (Territo) N.J.

1250 WGVY Bangor Me. S/on 5:45 (Territo) N.J.

1260 WCDJ Edenton N.C. 8/C 1st Sun. 4:15-5:10 (Kraul) Ill.

1270 KDDJ Folbrook Ariz. on 7/C TT 2nd Mon. 3:30-4:45

1280 WHVR Hanover Pa. S/on Weds 05:00

1300 WCLQ Morgantown W.Va. S/on Weds 05:00

1310 KIIS LaGrange Ill. S/on 06:00 Weds.

1320 WZOK Jacksonville Fla. SUN. S/on 07:00 (J.Brauner) Pa.


1370 KGHI Pueblo Colo. S/off 07:00 S/off 08:00 Weds.

1380 WEBO Galax Va. S/on 4:45 (Kraul) Ill.

1380 WHHH Grand Haven Mich. R/C TT 1st SAT 2:30-3:00

1390 WTVV Viesques P.R. S/on Tuesdays 04:30


1430 WGES Chicago Ill. S/off 03:00

1430 WFTL Syracuse N.Y. S/on Weds 05:00

1430 KLPM Minot N.D. S/off 01:06 (G.Dexter) Ia.

1430 KNDE Monroe Ia. S/off 01:00 (G.Dexter) Ia.

1440 WTMJ Taylorville Ill. Frd on 8/C TT 11/6 5:50-5:55

1440 CKPT Peterborough Ont. Will be A.M. Thru on Air (Cuthbert) Ont.

1440 KASR Aberdeen S.D. S/off 01:45 (G.Dexter) Ia.

1440 KGRI Grand Island Neb. R/C 4th Thurs. 1:30-2:30 (Dexter) Ia.

1440 WZJL Williamsburg Ky. S/on 4:15 (Kraul) Ill.

1450 WZAB Westbrook Me. now on H/s with 5Kns (Kruse) Ia.

1450 WKGX Kennewick Ill. R/C is 1st SAT 1:30-1:45

1450 WJIN Joplin Mo. S/off 02:05 (G.Dexter) Ia.

1470 WDCL Tarpon Sprs. Fla. Frd SUN 11/1 Musical 1st Wed 3:15-3:30

1480 WBGW Greensboro N.C. Again on A.M. Off ION. (Kruse) Ia.

1480 WISC Madison Wis. Now using call of WISM as of 11/1 (Kruse)

1480 WRIG never had call of WIZZ

1500 WCFS Springfield O.n 5:00 SUN 7:15 (Territo) N.J.

1600 WTIT Tiffin O. on test 11/6-11/7 days with carrier open.

I.D. every Half hour. 250 watts. (J.W. Newman) Ohio

F/C's per list WBYX- 1500 2nd WBD- WATH- 1530
3rd SAT- WMTL- 1290
1240 Ridgecrest Calif. Correct call is KRKS not KRLS.

Sorry my error- Best DX 73's Er. J.

NOTICE; DEADLINE FOR THIS COLUMN FOR THE NOV 28TH ISSUE WILL BE TUESDAY, NOV 24TH ACCOUNT OF THANKSGIVING WHICH NO DOUBT WILL SLOW UP MAIL.

ALSO SUGGEST THAT THOSE OF YOU WHO WILL REPORT TO OUR FOREIGN SECTION FOR THAT ISSUE, HAVE YOUR REPORTS TO FRED BY TUESDAY NOV 24TH AS HE MAY WISH TO INSURE GETTING HIS STENCILS TO BUFFALO FOR SOME REASON AT 4 PM NOV 13TH NO STENCILS IN FROM FRED, SO WILL MAIL THIS ISSUE AS USUAL SAT AM. OTHERWISE IT WOULD HAVE TO BE HELD UNTIL MONDAY. Pop
A very rewarding 13 new additions added to my logs in October despite restricted time element; credit "hot" DX during late October for this swell run of DX. Picking up from last report, by "date-log" - Oct. 12 - XEQ-970 Matamoras, Toms., ID at 6 a.m., apparently s/on. Oct. 13 - TOQA-1040 Guatemala stop WHO for a brief period around 12:05 a.m. Oct. 14 - WTCR-1420 Ashland, Ky. s/ on 4:30 a.m., logged till 5:00; JOTG-700, Aomori, Japan, (500 watts per my logs, WRH, etc.) ID at 5:00 a.m. for a real DX thrill. Oct, 20 - GFCP-1440 Courtyard, B.C. s/ of 9:06 a.m.; s/ of 8:58 a.m. (thanks to tip in DX NEWS from FN). Oct. 24 - JOFX-860 Shibuya, Japan "60X" ID at 7:50 a.m.; KGHL-940, Bend, Ore. s/ of, very rough to copy at 8:30 p.m.; KQAE-1540 Issacula, Mont. (ex-KRTK) ID at 10 p.m. for most Eastern "graveyard" evening ship ever encountered - what a surprise! And a needed call at that! Oct. 25 - KMB-530 (ex-WIS) St. Paul, Minn. ID at 6:55 a.m. shortly covered by an XB - s/ on, just too fast for me to ID, but will work on it; 4QM-630 ID at 8:00 a.m., s/ on 8:29 a.m. This station in Townsville, Queensland is the first Aussie s/f over heard, and a real welcome catch as 4QM was the only Aussie verified from Colorado when I was living there some 20 years ago. Veries: KION-710, KDI-1310, KRLA-1110, KLO-1390 (after several tries; verified on face of report) XMO-970 and KMT-1340. Enjoyed C. Freeman's recent logging indicating that he is another DXer that is also really interested in local and semi-local DX as well as the Foreign; good work! California is 366 logged, 164 verified here as comparison. Also, the enthusiasm of Larry Godwin is really wonderful; oh to be young, hi! Live DX session Nov. 1 with one new logging, WAGT-1420 Tucalasoea, Ala. s/ on 7:30 a.m. atop KFBR. Also noted: KQMB-1430 s/ of 4.35 for another report; KXMA-630 (ex-630) new log on 650; LA AN on 660; XQRF? KQMT-1480 ET 4:55 a.m., KBC-1540 apparently AN; CHUE-1570 not AN, just XEB; KQJ-750 fair at 7:30 a.m. s/ on for another report. At 10 p.m. Nov. 1, LA on 1015, app. recently reported YO 3 (definitely not my HAI-1015 of a year ago); will see what a tape will bring. Pre-run of 11/2 tape discloses KEY-1360 DX in but barely making it through heavy CRM - KXOL 73.

Mary E. Robins - 7650 Rockworth Ave - Omaha 14, Nebraska

A number of things have been keeping me pretty busy around here lately, and I'll just bet many have been wondering what in the world has happened to me. Well, I'm still here, and trying like everything to get things caught up around here. The Omaha gang really enjoyed very much having the NAC 1959 Convention here, and we would like to express our appreciation to those who were able to attend. We enjoyed chatting DX again with the Convention regulars and many new members who attended for the first time. A number of letters have been received here expressing appreciation for the Convention, and I have passed these on to other members here in the Omaha area. I have been trying to answer as many as possible within the past few weeks, and hope to finish these soon now. Incidentally, several members who could not attend have asked for a copy of the Convention program that we printed. I will be happy to send out more of these on request to those who send postage along, and as long as the supply lasts. DX here has been limited somewhat by the beginning of the school year, but have a few DX mornings to report for September and October. 9/5: WAAY-1550, Huntsville, Ala. on AN. 9/14: KALI-1480 San Gabriel, Cal. on ET at 4 a.m.; WKEH-1440 Warren, O. on s/on at 4:30 a.m.; WFCO-1450 Clinton, S.C. at s/on at 4:50 a.m.; WMM-1410 Harlan, Ky. s/on at 4:55 a.m.; WGBB-960 Manitowoc, Wis. already on at 5 a.m.; KSYE-1360 on 9/15 overriding XEB at 9 p.m.; 10/17 - KABF-1550 Hot Springs, Ark. at 3 p.m. with Arkansas U. of Texas football game. 10/20 - WABG-960 Greenwood, Miss. with an ET at 1:30 a.m. Several veris received here which I'll list in my next report. Say, still later gang, Tulsa gang, what did you think of that Nebraska team yesterday? 20-21, hi! A Convention summary is being prepared here and just as soon as I get it finished, it will appear in DX NEWS. Sorry to be so long in getting it finished, but things have piled up so much lately that prevented me from finishing the summary. Until next time, 73.

Sam A. McLaughlin - 309 Frontessa Street - Kingston, Ontario

New stations added to the log in the last two weeks or so are WJMK-1220, a new local in North Syracuse, N.Y. On the 1 st WTAF-1420, WJZK-1230, and WNAE-1310 were added to the log. On the 28th at Cohoes WGB in Dover, N.H. was heard at 2 p.m. with only the hopp antenna. No DX then until 10/31 when (KMI-136) AN was heard at 4 a.m. WATN-1240 can no longer be heard, so I suppose they are off the air, temporarily at least, since their lease was cancelled. Instead WGVA-1240 can be heard in Kingston in the daytime now. Guess that's it - hope to have more to report next time. 73.
Heard since last time are: KNX-1070 at 3:03 a.m., WHER-1300 at 3:25 a.m., WNOE-1590 at 4:20 a.m., KLNS-1080 at 11:20 p.m., WTWH-1320 at 10:00 p.m., WAVE-970 at 10:30 p.m.; GCI-1350 at 11:00 p.m.; CHOE-1070 at 11:15 p.m.; WHIL-1390 at 10:45 p.m., WAPI-1070 at 7:30 a.m. Latest veries are: CKYX-920, WJAR-920, WASH-1450, WILK-980. Have about 16 points for Contest. Will have more later. 73.

Philip Jacobs - 6697 Macdonald Avenue - Montreal, Quebec

DG has picked up well here in the past two weeks, especially with the sunset skip.

New DX: 10/23 - WANN-1190 at 4:29 p.m. They had one on 19 kw. at 2:15 p.m.; WSET-1410 at 5 p.m. Oct. 24: WCNI-1440 at 5:08 p.m.; WGY-1260 at 5:06 p.m.; WJUK-1220 at the same time as WGNU; WPAC-1500 at 5:15 p.m.; WLNH-1350 at 4:51 p.m.; CBN-640 at 9:30 p.m. Oct. 25: WCAR-1130 at 5:10 p.m. overriding WNEW. Oct. 26 - KDMA-1520 at 3:13 a.m. on their AN show; WISC-1490 testing at 3:15; WKPT-1420 at 4:13, IDing as "The Big K;" WGCB-1440 at 4:17; WDEX-1490 at 5 a.m. Oct. 28: WTVN-610 at 10:30 p.m.; Oct. 29 - WNYC-830 at 4:55 p.m.; WPCI-1000 at 5:10 p.m., WPGS-1240 at 6:10 p.m., WFG-1050 testing all the mess at 6 p.m., for over five minutes. Oct. 30- WSLP-1400 at 8 a.m. and Nov. 2 - WLJE-1400 at 3:00 a.m. CX were very poor here on the 2nd of November.

Other stations reported besides the above were: WDOT-1340; WICH-1330; WBBG-1330; WJLL-1340. WBBG and WICU never verified reports from last year. Other stations which won't verify my reports are WISK WARG CHVC and WPOP. 73s.

Stan Kores - R. R. 3 - Framford, Massachusetts

10/27 - WCCL-1570 testing under XHRF 4:49 a.m. for a very welcome catch. 10/28 - French speaker s/off 1060 2 a.m. - WCRB. Taster on 730 using WQAI Program - stronger than WQAI, but never did give an ID, 2:43-3:03 a.m. KELP-520 AN 3:37, so sign of WGNU.

Verie from WANS, a handwritter in plain paper - very friendly. UE is a ham, W5JJT/4. 10/30 - WQW using old call still, but with plugs for WADO change. GMM-810 with WQY off, running a Marathon to collect money for Castro to buy planes and asking for reports in English. XHRF off 1570 most of AM. Verie from XHRF after many years, and WND Managua for days. WJ stations should do as well! 10/31 - WLOS test 3:48. WKTU-1420 RS 4 a.m. 11/2 - Well, the East lost 1450 to WLLL and 1490 to WDQ, both saying AN seven nights a week. WING TT 1:14. WDKN-1410 f/c 2:28, QRM another who mentioned Lafayette, Ind. at 2:50 - missed call - WAMQ? WKAQ-790 TT 3:04. WIII-1580 testing at 3:30, but not on AN. WIL show being broadcast from a bowling alley or so I understood the announcer. WKTQ all over 1560 so KEYZ-DX. Verie, CHWM.

Roy Barstow - 16 Harding Road - Walpole, Massachusetts

One more member to the greatest Broadcast Club of the World. This is my first report, and hope to have many to follow. I receive on a Hallicrafter, model S-35, the antenna is 200' long, strung 35' above the ground. Some of my better DX in the past is as follows: 540 WAKX Columbus, Ga.; 550 KFTR Bismarck, N.D. and KWSA San Antonio, Texas, also on that frequency; 600 KFJ Los Angeles, Cal.; 660 KBNC San Francisco, Cal.; 590 WTVI New Orleans, La.; 740 KNBC Tulsa, Okla.; WIVT West Palm Beach, Fla., which I was very fortunate to get for WEDK-830 in Boston on the same frequency was off the air at that time. Also 1240 WBB Melbourne, Fla., a 250 watt station. I have ten Mexican stations, plus 54 Canadian. Just last summer I received CFXN-1060, Calgary, Alta. .// with hardly any static, who says you can't get distance during the hot months? Catal so far is 422 received. I think I will put up a new antenna but am confused as to what kind etc. I heard that the thicker the wire the better - is this right? Is copper the best or tin plated copper or some other material altogether the best? Also, would a 200' wire be superior to two 100' wires? Well, 73 and the best DXing to all. (Welcome to our Club, Roy, and we all will be looking for more reports! - Ed.)

Jim Warner - 379 Washington Street - Berwick, Pennsylvania

Sorry to be so late with my weekly report to you but wanted to be sure my letter last week got to the right place! So after this I will get my report off on Sundays so that you will receive it by Tuesday deadline. So much for that. Heard list is short this week due to much school work, but will be doing some twilight listening soon. Stations heard: 10/15 - XG-1060 S-9, QSB. 10/24 - WTSN-1270 S-7 8:55-9:30 p.m., first New Hampshire station. 10/21 - CJIX-800 real strong here any time of night, my mainstay Pop music station, hi. 10/22 - VE2-1030 verified real quick with CSL card. 10/23 CKY-1310. 10/25 - CHA-1200 S-9. 10/31 - WHAS-840 S-9. Well, that's it - not much, but will have much more next report. 73s and best of dx.

TRY TO SEND A "MUSINGS" REPORT EVERY WEEK. PLEASE DOUBLE SPACE. DEADLINE TUESDAYS.
Greetings to all WGC members. I guess the DX season is really with us now, but I have noticed a lot of static the past two AIs. Finally did some serious DXing and have come up with 20 new stations since last report. DX by dateline: 10/19- CHOK-1070, Sarasota, Fla. at 11:05 p.m. 10/21- WYDE-880 Birmingham, Ala. at 4:05 a.m. 10/23- CHCU 660 Havana heard at 10:05 p.m. 10/23- WCBC-1270 Belmont, N.C. at 10:30. 11/1- WMBN-790 Providence, R.I. at 1:05 a.m. WDBB-560 Roanoke, Va. on late with latest reports on airliner that crashed near Charlotteville, heard at 1:20. WDAS-1440 Philadelphia, Pa. at 1:28. At 2:35 heard Chicago station on 1240. Could not get call, and White's Radio Log lists three calls in Chicago on this frequency. Anyone tell me which call is in use? (WDEC at that hour, Alan - Ed.) WKY-530, Oklahoma City, Okla. at 2:58. WINZ-940 Miami, Fla. at 2:50. KIOA-940 Des Moines, Iowa at 2:58. WWJ-950 Detroit, Mich. at 3:05. At 3:28 heard WDBB-1470 Tarpon Springs, Fla., ending test broadcast. WTR-880 Troy, N.Y. at 3:30. VDH-860 at 3:36. 11/2- WXY-1380 St. Louis, Mo. at 12:5 a.m. WOC-1420 Davenport, Iowa at 12:29. WRK-1190 Guadalajara at 1:00. WGRN-1240 Louisville, Ky. at 1:30. WBCB-1490 Levittown, Pa. at 2:00. At this point the string drive for the main tuning on receiver broke, so QRT for rest of morning. Was very disappointed that I couldn't try for DX from KWZ as I have never heard North Dakota. Also have a few unID stations heard. On 11/1 SS on 1550 at 2:30. 11/2, TS on 1410 and 1440 from 1:00-1:15 and on 640 at 1:30. Any help on the above would be much appreciated. I would also like to know if anyone knows of a way to prevent TV interference to a CB receiver. It is almost impossible for me to do any DXing & the evening for this reason. Well, I guess I have said my 24 worth this time. How about you other fellows getting on the ball and sending in reports so we can bring this bulletin up to par? Well, 73 and best DX to everyone.

Kent Gorson - E-103 Hillcrest - Iowa City, Iowa

Although I had intended to do quite a bit of listening at school this year, things just didn't work out and I am again a vacation DXer. The usual dormitory problems - a loud buzz and no antenna - I have been unable to solve. If any of the other WGCers in college have had any success in solving these problems I would be more than happy to hear from them. I'm happy to see that my Waterloo DXing buddy, Jerry Exter, finally joined the WGC and just hope he doesn't pass me before I get a chance to get back at the dials. A few voices have trickled in from my September listening, those being: WYMY KAVU WOUB WDRR KFDR KMAH WEIR WORR KSIQ and KNST. I would like to say a belated, but nevertheless sincere Thank You to Mary Robbins, John Sampson and all the Omaha gang for a really wonderful Convention. I guess local WXE is again running AN so will have to get home and see what I can do about getting them to cease, hi. Did you order that mail for the Purdue-Iowa gang, Don Roller? Well, guess I've rattled on about nothing long enough. Hope to have some DX to report next time.

Sirs Rosenbaum - 806 Market Street - Wheeling, West Virginia.

A few new ones added to my heard list: 11/1- WBCV-1050 in afternoon. *EVUE-1590 at 6:00 p.m. ZNS-1510 easily copied near 7:00. 11/2- WJEN-1490 ---ville? sounded like Indiana or Alabama for location? WROX-1450 f/c at 2:10. KOLS-1570 through 6:15 s/off. A station on 1480 giving calls as WLAK at 6:00 p.m.? ID's very clean! 11/4- WBOC-1300 Salisbury, Md. f/c at 2:00, have they moved from 930? Signals from all directions except South were weak on the eve of 11/4. 11/5- WTPP-1640 f/c 1:10-1:25 and *WABX-920 with r/c first Friday (music). The latter has ignored reports in the past, but hope to make the grade this time. Veries in are KSTT-1170 postal and WIAW-930 a nice letter. Francis E. Andrew, co-owner of WHAW says in part: "We are always happy to hear from and cooperate with members of radio clubs. For a period of about six years ending in 1935 I was a DXer and member of WNRC. Somewhere in the attic are near 400 veries including a ten wattter in Canada." Pading has been bad in the past two weeks on all but higher powered stations and the only explanation seems to be sun spots. Newsy letters in from Don Ruland and Fred Schroyer and they are both moving "em down. Enjoyed the comment of Bob Foxworth and Joe Brammer in last issue of DX News.

Bob Duggan - 1112 Mason Woods Drive N.E. - Atlanta 6, Georgia

A momentarily spurt in DXing here to catch some of these GAS now being heard. HRN on 285 comes in well, as well as several of the Guatemalans, Costa Ricans and Salvador stations which have recently been reported by several members. A strong heterodyne on 1230, but haven't yet picked out ZB-1.

Better support this week, boys - but let's keep it this way. Everybody report weekly!
Quite a few stations heard, but not many varis since last report. Here is a rundown of the stations heard in the past two weekn. 10/26- WGT, Schenectady, N.Y. 2:30 a.m. ET; KEBI, Bakerfield, Cal. 2:35 a.m. ET; WBC, Madison, Wis. 3:00 a.m. ET; GJK, Kenora, Ont. 3:31 a.m. DX Special; CKSA, Lompoc, Alta. 3:45 a.m. ET; 10/27- KSP, Artesia, N.M. 11 p.m. ET; KEXL, Mexico, 1:15 p.m. ET. 10/28- CKSB, St. Boniface, Man. 8:16 p.m. ET; 10/29- CKSB, Prince Albert, Sask. 3:01 a.m. s/off; KSTR, Grand Junction, Colo. 3:07 a.m. ET. 11/2- KFSG, Los Angeles, Cal. 1:57 a.m. ET; KEUX, Glendale, Ariz. 2:30 a.m. ET; KGMR, Sacramento, Cal. 3:05 a.m. ET. 11/2- KSOJ, Sioux City, Iowa 10 p.m. ET; KKL, Butte, Mont. 10:05 p.m. ET. 11/5- WKBH, La Crosse, Wisc. 8:05 p.m. ET; KATZ, St. Louis, Mo. 10 p.m. ET; 11/6- KWWO, Chico, Okla. 7:46 p.m. ET; KVG, Great Bend, Kans. 7:49 p.m. ET; KCVN, Lodi, Cal. 7:54 p.m. s/off; KKK, King City, Cal. 8:00 p.m. s/off. Veris in lately include WITA San Juan, P.R.; KIAS, Las Vegas, Nev.; KYC, Sheridan, Wyo. CKUL came through in fine style on their DX program, but didn't have much luck. WXO was too much for them. There was a station strong behind KXQ which I presume to be KFYZ. On 11/2 heard Japanese programing on 990 kc/s, which I rather imagine was KOOD in Honolulu. Larry Godwin finally got CKSA, a station which he has wanted for two years now. I also heard them, but accidentally erased the tape which I made on them, and didn't get enough program details for a report, so no varis. I heard KTTT, 990, Tucson, Ariz. who is now daytime only, say that they would start ANF starting in early November, but this night have been postponed. Lucky break on 11/6 when I caught KERN off the air early in the evening. During this time I heard three Californians sign off, KACE, Riverside, 1,000 watts, KVRD Lodi, 1,000 watts, and KKKC, King City, 250 watts. That's about it from here, so 73s.

Dan Phillips - 445 Eagle Bend Road - Clinton, Tennessee

Well, it sure is time that I get a report into "Qsls". I haven't been doing much DX as the HQ-100 is in the shop and hasn't been working for about a month. It is supposed to be out tomorrow. It was with pleasure that I renewed my dues to begin my second year in the finest Club yet invented! I sure to look forward to the weekly bulletins now. Well now to DX (if you call this DX): Veris, KSTT KDHW XLK and TXGA for a total of 286 and 757 stations logged. DX: 9/25- Willis Lewis visiting for a fine DX session, receiver went bad so used his Strato World - a fine receiver. We logged on 9/26 WIBL-1540 s/off 7:10, TXGA-1040 at 9:00-9:15, verie back in a week for my sixth country. 9/27- KTHV-920 at 6:13, verie back; WANY and KXDR 1390 on fighting it out at 5:30 and WLCM 1370 at 7:30. 9/28- WCF-1280 s/off at 7, WMSC-1320 at 7:02. 9/29- WKBQ-310 on at 6:37-6:45 for hurricane. WIBL-860 s/off at 6:46 for one I have tried for a long time, KCOL-1800 s/off at 7:15. 9/30- WILL-880 s/off, WIBL-1430 at 6:45, 10/3- WGCN-990 ET 12:15. 10/12- WDKN-1260 at 6:13, WEDR-1220 s/off 6:13. Oct. 13- WPRF and WOR on 6:07 and 6:15 and today, Nov. 5, WDAF-310 at 5:34-5:45. I think I had WGCN-880 but not sure, WATV-900 s/off at 6:00, KXDN s/off at 6:1 and then KDO-1600 Fort Scott, Kansas s/off at 6:15 with Bill Hetz the announcer. So that concludes the DX. Sure hope to have more to report next time. Good DX to all from ole KAFFR, 73s.

Larry Godwin - 2800 Bonham Street - Amarillo, Texas

Hello World! DX in the Land of the Sand has been as follows: 11/2- WROX-1460 Clarkdale, Miss. r/c 2:20 EST; WOCL-1490 Cleveland, Miss. r/c 2:35; KETY-1360 Williston, N. D. DX heard under and over KXQ from 2:44 to 3:28 with several good taped LU's; KWSO-1050 Wasco, Cal. r/c 3:31 s/off on top of XBO - drool? WCAR-1230 Detroit Mich. RS at 4:05 in the clear. XBR-1570 seems to s/on at a different time every day - sometimes as early as 5:30 p.m. EST and sometimes as late as 8:00. Good chance to log s/off of California daysitmers if you're sharp. I finally heard KTTU-1470 Casper, Wyo. (ex-KSBR) in the clear with 5-9 signal until 2:55 s/off on 11/7 - clearest signal of any Wyoming logged. DX has been pretty good this week, but hope for better results, especially from the foreign standpoint, next week. Yesterday (11/6) I received a tape from Bob Foxworth, with interviews of Roger Williams, Charlie Territo, Lefty Cooper, Larry Fox, Jim O'Brien and Richard Morris - thanks, Brother Bob! No New Zealand tape here yet, but we're still hopefully waiting. I'll try to get most of the Amarillo group here this afternoon, to sent tapes to Murray Mann, David Boyle, Phil Jacobs, and Bob Foxworth, so you guys should be hearing the word soon. First snow of the season came a couple of nights ago - sure glad to see it. 73s to everyone everywhere who is DX-ing and may all your QRS be little ones! Best DX from KIXZ-land; KIXZ has started testing new 5 kw. rig this week.
DX continues very good here in the "Mile High" city. I'm writing early this week because I am leaving in the morning (Friday) for Geneva, Nebr. for my sister's wedding. After the celebration probably won't feel like DXing Monday morning when I get back.

Here's my DX doing for the week. Sunday 11/1 started November off with a bang by adding three new ones all on early AM - WGEF-11590 Indianapolis s/on at 6:00, WOKK-1260 Baton Rouge BS at 7:26 and also on 1260, KBEC, Nashville, Ark. on 85 at 7:32. Monday 11/2 also had good luck. First the brand new WAZY-1410 Lafayette, Ind. heard on ET with good signal and believe they were on AM morning. Another brand new one on ET was KYAP-1340 Ruidoso, N.M. heard with good signal from 4:01-4:10. Another new catch was WGOV-550 Valdosta, Ga. with s/on at 5:50 and 85. Galina, Jamaica-750 heard with very good signal topping WSQ most of the time from 5:00-6:00 so report sent. Also fairly good signal for Jamaica on 700 but not reported. KEBK DX heard. Before 3:00 signal poor behind KGML but after 3:00 good with nice show for NCR, NMRD and DXRC.

Not needed but reported anyway. Only other time I listened this week was this morning 11/5. Third brand new station of the week was heard when KPCN-1550 Anderson, Calif. heard on ET from 3:22-3:47 with good signal easily overriding ANR KICU. Another new one was KEKB-1240 Elk City, Okla. on ET, TT from 1:53-2:26 topping 1240 most of the time. Third new one was WOKK-1420 Cleveland, Miss. on ET/MM from 2:32 up to 3:16 when they had their r/c-TT. Was surprised to find KLAX-1500 off AM show for an hour and 20 minutes this morning. This is only the second time I have caught them off in the three years they have been AN.

Was a real pleasure to hear s/off on 1500 of KASH 3:00, WATZ 3:01 and WSQ 3:03 although none of them needed. Then someone week that I couldn't ID until KLAX back on at 4:00. Varies this week from KEND-1220 WURG-790 KMM-1540 WIBC-1140 WOKK-1260 WCBM-1270 WSMN-510. Ex-AM member Jack Ries sent very nice v/f for KNDM and this is third station I have received verifications from him for KOPH, KIKO, and KMME. 73s.

Hal Williams - 53 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

Guess the mailman has forgotten where I live as absolutely no verities have come in and DX has been very scarce. Here is what I have logged by dateline. 11/2- WAZY-1410 Lafayette, Ind. on AM and asking for reports 1:55-2:20 and later. Also WBN, Newton, Miss. heard on s under WAZY 2:05-2:15 for two new ones. Thanks to a DX NEWS tip for WBNM. KEBK-1560 was not heard as WAPI all powerful and announcing as 24 hours seven days a week. SS on 1420 2:30-2:45 but could not ID. A sports program, I believe. Some station on 1490 from 2:45-3:00 but could not ID because of that persistent tonic. TT also noted on 1580 under WAKR. ZEM-1 must be AN as plainly heard announcing "Radio Bermuda" at 3:00 and later. 11/3- Took half hour log on WADO-1230 (ex-COV) for a new New York City call and that is the sum-total of my DX. Hope I'll have some luke on Monday 11/9 as the four DXes listed for NMRD and NMC are all needed. Nice letters from Ev Johnson, Frank Ritter and Joe Brauner were much appreciated and I'll try to get answers off to them soon. Just finished my "DX Project" that was arranging my QSL cards in album form using photo corners and typing a caption alongside of each verity. Some job but I think they look much better and they can easily be removed if one wants to read the other side. Sorry I was working 2:00-10:00 p.m. on 11/1 or I should have gone to Summit, N.J. for the DX gabfest. Quantity of AM stations seems to be the trend nowadays but quality is a forgotten subject. Hope we hear some good news anent Harry Righter and his WAPI as he sure has always been the DXers' friend, and how.

Until next week, 73.

Len Kruse - 816 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa

Five new loggings the last week to my DX Log. On Sunday morning 11/1 I heard the new calls of WIZS-1490, Madison, Wisc. from 5:15-5:30 a.m. This was followed from 5:30-9 by the logging of the second change in calls in that State of Wisconsin recently, that being WMAQ-790, Eau Claire, Wisc. While listening to WMAQ at 9 a.m. I0 and behold, a brand new station signed on the air for the very first program on the very first day of broadcasting, Station WIZS-790 Beardstown, Ill. It is heard with a fair signal throughout the day at this den, quite well for a 250 watt at 175 air miles away. This was the first news I had that WMS was on the air. On 11/2 I heard the new WAZY-1410 Lafayette, Ind. on ETs from 3:40-4:30 a.m. followed later that AM by the logging of the RS of WKK-1390 Murphy, N.C. signing on at 5:00 a.m. and heard till near 5:30 a.m. QRM was hoted from WPBL. Only one verification letter in this week, from KRLA-1110, Pasadena, California.

The last week has been fairly good DX-wise, but very little outside of the usual ANs being heard. Last Monday 11/2, electrical interference wrecked any chance of hearing KEYZ DX program. Did hear WAGY-1410 Lafayette, Ind. ET 3:05-3:15. Tuned back at 4:30 and they were still on. WQAM-550 coming in well, AN, 3:55-4:05, with WIND silent. WFBY-1380 r/c 4:05-4:10. Did not listen again till Nov. 4. Heard WRFB-1580 ET 12:05-12:20 - first time I've heard them since July. At 12:40-12:50, WCPK-1570 College Park Ga. Ething and holding their own against XERFI Nov. 5- WILY-1370 5:05-5:15 s/on and BS. Lost them at 5:15 when receiver went dead. Friday Nov. 6 (receiver OK, replaced tube) Got out of bed long enough to log WICA-970 s/on at 6:50. Tried a little earlier DX on 6th - KRR-910 RS 7:30-7:40 p.m. Heard five minutes from Baytown, Tex. 1360 7:25-7:30 but call sounded like anything but KQDL. Too bad because I could have used that logging. Saturday morning the 7th brought in KFJM and WGBH, both 1340 on r/c. Noticed other testers on 1320 1410 920 1150, but heard no IDs. Believe I heard KKRC-1230 on f/c-TT but WIRL is so strong as AN that I couldn't begin to hear IDs. Time coincided with f/c list and signal strongest with antenna oriented in their direction. Nothing concrete for report - will try again next month. Only other item of interest in this week: QSLs - CJKL-WTJQ WQAM - KXK. Letters, KOSY KUTI, form letter, WCDL, and PP cards, WREX KGBW WREB KXW.

Don Fuldard - 834 3rd Street - Holly Hill, Florida

DX continues to be fair, except for the early AM/static which is still around. New ones this week are: 11/3- WICE-1230 at 4:30 a.m.; WAGY-1230 at 4:33; WSGU-1300 at 4:43; WLLT-1330 at 5:58; WGCQ-930 at 6:00 (first Minnesota). 11/5- WBAR-1350 at 5:05. 11/7 KQV-1410 at 2:23, WSPD-1370 at 2:40; WTAU-1080 at 2:57, WJSA-1400 at 3:05, WHK-1420 at 3:20, WAKT-760 at 3:50, WREL-1120 at 4:05. Total log now at 371, 47 new since 10/23. I wonder if any NRGers has received any of my locals here? WREJ-1450, WROD-1410, WMBE-1150, WXQ-1320 and WLEL-1390. WNB's XR is about 300 yards from me, hi. The others are within five miles. Till next week, 73s.

Pat Reiley - 328 Spring Street - Jamestown, New York

The next verie was received 12 days ago and I wonder what one really looks like, and 27 new reports still out. 10/30- CJXY. I guess on 810, men said "Radio Marathon" in English and asked for reports from the Continent at 2:56. WJAT, 1030, readable at 3:30 atop KBLD. That KTH, 1530, was topping 8-9 at 3:47. CHEU, 1570, while XRAY off air. 10/31- KXYZ, 1320, clear at 3:20. A SS bothering WREW, 1140, at 3:04 but couldn't catch any ID. Unknown TT atop KQV, 1410 at 3:20 but no ID. 11/1- WZJ and KYOS, 1480, scrapping at 2:35. One on 1010 with WINS, sounded like WABZ at 3:50 with TT. 11/2- No KEYZ DX as VKAT too strong. No XIZZ either John. TT, 1220, 3:15 to after 4:00 with TT but no ID. WRA, 1310, in clear at 4:05. 11/3- Unknown on 1550, 2:25 to 2:48 and off with no ID at all. TT on 1530 at 2:55 to 3:23 but no ID. WZJY, 1480, came on air at 4:00. 11/4- 00 at 2:31 to nearly 3:00 on 730 but no ID. Unknown on 930 with marches or band music, 3:30 to 3:12. But no ID. XKE not heard at 3:45. WREB, 950, 5-7 here at 4:02. 11/5- Too noisy to DX, 560 here after work. 11/6- WADO for new call, ex WOY, 1280, at 2:40. 630 here and very noisy. If they think Radio Free Europe is the only one jammed up they should be here on our radio frequencies to find out what real jamming is. 11/7- Down to 310 today, 630 yesterday. WBEAS, 940, f/c 1:145 to 2:00 and heard two months now. WJAT and KRLD battling at 2:00 on 1080. Unknown TT behind WDEW, 1150, at 2:10. WKEB, 1290, v/a. Hope you Omaha boys won't blame all that snow on the NEC Convention doings.

Keith Robinson - Kanuka, No. 7 Rural Delivery - Invercargill, New Zealand

First, you'll be interested to know that the tapes sent over by Larry Godwin of the O Ham Convention were played at the October meeting of the Southland Branch of the New Zealand Radio League and were well received. It was great to hear all the guys who had been only names up till then. A short tape was made at the meeting and will get back to the States in due course no doubt. We have about 40 DXers in Invercargill and nearby, which is pretty good for a town of about 30,000 population. There were 20 at this particular meeting. My recent DXs: Oct. 1: WDSX-1410 with a long ET and f/c 3:05-3:30. Oct. 6: KQON-1490 on AN show 3:05. Oct. 12: XJWY-1450 appeared to be a good one, but WREB-780 at 5:45 s/on. Oct. 24: KFHM-1380 at 3:30. Oct. 25: WICS-1380 ET 2:53-3:15 announcing over and over. KOOD-990 again Honolulu station Japanese until s/off at 4. I have received my first verification from a U.S. ham on 1490 - KJLM-1490. Other veries from WYFZ-1410, KYN-1480, KIBI, KGBL, JOXR, DZMT, KLEO, WTVB. Regards.
Not too much to report since last issue. I was up Saturday Oct. 31 and no new ones heard but some not needed ones were: WMIX-940 test at 1:25. KGHL-790 Millings, Mont. coming in at 1:50. CKWS-930 Kingston, Ont. s/off at 1:55, on again 5:27. WQAR-1550 TT 1:50. WMF was off that AM but nothing on; seemed to be dead on that frequency. KWEB-1460 f/c-TT 2:00-2:15. WTHY-1410 said AN. KRMX-740 AN but not Mondays. 11/11 KRLA-1110 good, on AN. KRMX-1260 good signal 3:20. WCR-1470 musical test 3:15-3:30 WAZY-1410 new one in Lafayette, Ind. on EAS. WMX-620 AN. WQUA-1230 AN. WDKW-1010 St. Louis saying studies in Congress Hotel. WZLW-880 but it sure sounded like announcer was saying WBZI. 11/2- The DX from KWEB Williston was heard here but very poor. Did get 15 minutes of program so hope for veri. KMZ stayed on past 3:30 skid. 1:35-1:40 Levittown, Pa. had a powerful signal 3:45-4:00 AN. WQSN-1160 AN. 1220 TT, no voice - wondering if it could be WDEE, Haddon, Conn. WQAM, only one on 550 here. KINN-950 off at 4:00. WGUS-1300 s/off 4:00. Four varies this week - WCGX-1210 sent back postcard with very nice letter, no ten kw. KTMV-930 KHLA-1110, WETG-540 sent back report saying "verified." Wow! veri back from CJRL and nice QSL card. CJRL was tops here at Mendota. Announcer said a Dallas DXer said reception was very bad at AM, hi! Hope to do a little better this weekend. I'll admit CX were bad Saturday and Sunday and lots of static Monday. KCKOL and WMAT were tops on 1330 Monday AM. Thanks to all of you for sending in those fine tips and we sure have a page full this week. Best DX to all and 73s.

Norm Faure - 1420 Columbia Drive N.E. - Albuquerque, New Mexico

After ending my most dismal DX season with only six varies received, I intend to do far better for the 1955-1956 DX Season. An additional disappointment was the failure of four DX Specials to reply to my reports. Thus for this season, the following new stations have been reported: 9/14- KXDA-730 RS. 10/12- KGW-630 RS. 10/15- KION-710 RS. 10/16- KBOX-1240 RS. 10/28- KYES-1240 AN show. 11/2- KETY-4x-1240; KABS-960 test, KAVJ-1320 RS. 11/3- KAVJ-1260 s/off. Veris have been received from KGHM KHQ XBOB and KION. Break down and retired my 20-year-old Trim phones and purchased a new similar pair. The old ones were really dead. Just checked over the Hama-Rund DX-128-X and found five bad tubes, which have been replaced. Bad ones mostly in audio section, with good vacuum now, not much improvement in sensitivity.

Murray Warm - 3708 South 17th Street - Omaha 8, Nebraska

So far this season DX is OK. October 17th showed the most up to now. CKSB-1050 heard over KGK in French. They have been dominating the frequency for a good percentage of the nights since then. Also, KAAJ-1250 s/off at 11:45 p.m. Sent a report and they returned it with no word of verification. WXYZ on top of WXYR-1270, and CJOR-600 with news at 5:00. Letter back says they are on every morning except Monday. Strong SSers including one on 665 with a strong signal. Still don't know what it is, though. I have to tape an ID for Mary to translate. October 19: WMIN-830 on RS. October 24: WAZY-1560 with news at 11:30 p.m. Hope the gang at Foxy's had a good time. The same night we were supposed to get a call from the Amarillo group. We sure were disappointed to have missed it through our own impatience. Sorry fellas - try again!

Lefty Cooper - 433 East 31 Street - Brooklyn 23, New York

Hey boys - I got a veris! It is a QSL from WADO-1280 "radio Adio - 12-adio on your Radio" as they often say on the air. They crossed out the "WOW" on the card and wrote in WADO. They own KTA-1260 and KGQ-1170 I am told, out in California. Is this what California radio is like, you boys out there, hi! Well, three reports wended their way out of this almost closed down DX dep, to the afore-mentioned WADO-1280, a local, and to WAZY-1410, and this morning to WUS-1300, who s/off at 4:00 a.m. Mondays along with louder WHBY. I tried the three KHG DXers, but ours made it here - I might have gotten CKP-1280 but when I heard a new 1500orer, I stuck with them until I got enough for a report to them, as 1500 is blocked all AMs but Monday by SS WWRL. WTHQ-1230 seemed to sign on at 4:15 a.m. instead of 5:00 as previously on Mondays. Somebody on 1500 with music and no calls or voice during the time for the KSEH DX didn't seem loud enough to have been WOCP, and much too loud to have been our DX show. WOW became WADO on 11/2, and seem to be following WOW's sked. WZBI still has 1280 on Sundays, as of yore. WNOA-6570 is now silent 1:07-4:00 a.m. Mondays except for intermittent ETS with GC and TT. I'd like to thank the four NROers who told me my station at 11:45 with the Pirates-Pedgers ball game last September was WZPA. Heck; I had hoped it might have been WMPT, hi. WKDD-1390 has quit AN and 1490 sounds much better Mondays.
This week's additions to my heard list consist of WHHT-1300, Huntington, Ind. heard overdriving all else on that channel @ 2:00-2:15, as they presented their monthly first report on 3/8, and KPAL-950 DX 11/9. The latter was weak, behind very strong WHHT. I'm wondering if a weak station that I heard on 1500 kc/s, that latter date was KESN Burbank or KANK San Jose - either would be welcome in my log. Unneeded KGER-1390 and WBE-330 booming in fine that morning. No sign of CKP's DX behind WCOL and UNOD, though. One more vari came in, WKIN, Newton, Miss., who sent a form letter.

John Tudenham - 4448 West 12 Street - Amarillo, Texas

This is my first report of the season. With the colder weather, DX have been very good but have no outstanding DX to report. Reports out to KZAR-620, WEN-700, WIL-870, KIOA-940, KWMO-1000 and KENR-1490. KWM was reported over KZB at 7:15 p.m. on November 2. Veris received from KKL-Z RE RENT KENY KSPI and WGM bringing my total to 97. Have a new member here in Amarillo. His name is Jerry Hickman, and engineer from KIXZ, making a total of three NRC members from KIXZ. Keep listening on 940, as the new 5 kw. is now ready to go and KIXZ will be happy to receive reports. 73 to all.

Joe Bruner - R. D. # 1, Franklinburg, Pennsylvania

Since last report the following new calls have been added: 10/27 - WTYI, 1520 poorly through WKBW and WHN from 5:05 to 5:15 p.m. s/off. 10/28 - WCOB, 1600, also poorly through WKBW 6:00 to 6:15 s/off. 11/1 - VAYC, 1320 RS s/on (Sunday) at 6:55 a.m., fair until WZOK took over at 7:00. 11/2 - WAZY, 1410 ET much of morning and at 6:00 p.m. a call on 1570 sounding like KBRI. Others going off earlier blocked all but final call and a few words. And last but not least, thanks to tip in DX NEWS we have had good reception of our 36th country, HRN heard nicely three times this week on 585, as early as 9:30 p.m. One on 675 on 11/6 with baseball game 10:00 to past 11:00 p.m. but no ID heard. Some English spoken but no one to write from. Only one vari, a FF from WJDI on third try. Replies as slow as ever. DX generally good with the South leading. On twilight DX 1570 to 1800, WHEB-1520 being heard nightly at 5:45 s/off, WENF generally stopping WWR and WNBX completely. On 11/3, interference-free reception from WOKJ-1520 at 6 a.m., no WANG. On 1570 WEFB to 5:30, then VONG and lastly WLOX. KBRI then put an end to the fun. At 5:30 WENF in the clear on 1490 and WREB on 1470, blocking semi-locals 100%. Interesting, but nothing new here. Sunday morning DX no good today. Tried 970 while WNSW silent but only KAKC heard, plus very weak signals from KEBR and WOP at 7 a.m. No luck with KLOZ DX, tried 30 minutes but only AN's heard here. Wanted this one badly, too. 73.

Herbert H. Rhoades Jr. - 132 Carlisle Street - Gettysburg, Pennsylvania

Heard since last time are: CKFX-920 at 7:15 p.m., WERG-800 at 5:45 p.m., CHX-560 at 4:00 a.m., WJAM-920 at 5:00 a.m., WJAX-1390 at 5:30 a.m., WJSR-1480 at 5:30 a.m., WKOZ-1300 at 4:00 a.m., WKBX-920 at 5:35 a.m., KNX-1070 at 5:03 a.m., WJUE-1500 at 5:25 a.m., WLOG-920 at 4:30 a.m., KXLD-1090 at 11:20 p.m., WTLL-620 at 10 p.m., WJR-1300 at 10:30, CKFX-560 at 11, WBOB-1380 at 10:45, WLAK-1430 at 10:45, WAPI-1070 7:30 a.m., CKFX-1070 at 11:15 a.m., WENT-1080 at 7:30 a.m., WJUE-1070 at 7:35 a.m., WANN-1190 at 7:50 a.m., ZBM-1-1255 at 10:55 p.m. Latest veris are: CKFX-920, WJAR-920 WJSR-1480, WJRX-920, KNX-1070, WJUL-1300, KXLD-1090, WJUE-620, WAPI-970 WLAK-1430 WAPI-1070, CEK-1070. This is all until next report. Hope more report to DX NEWS so we can get a bigger one out every week. Come on fellows - help out 73.

James Warner - 349 Washington Street - Berwick, Pennsylvania

Not too much to report this week. Been busy realigning my receiver this week. I tuned the coils up on the S-38 and boy what a difference! Signals from all over heard S 8-9 with volume all the way down! Some of you boys who think you have a bad receiver ought to tune up those coils - you might be surprised at the difference. Heard list the past week comprised the following: 10/31 - WHASg90, 7/3/ - WPAC-1430 S 4-6 at 5:27 p.m., Panama City, Fla., 5,000 watts - a good catch at that early time. 11/3 - WEI-1440 S 3-8 at 6:15 p.m., 5,000 watts from Columbus, Ga. 11/3 - CBG-900 S-9 20 db at 10:45 p.m., 50,000 watt while looking for HRN Honduran at that time, but QRM from CBG too bad. 11/5/ WOGM-1460. Also heard Station KEOCZ, not sure which, on 1430 on 11/3 at about the same time I heard WPAC but can't find it in my call book. Anybody heard this station? Well, that's it for this week - not much, to be sure. 73 and the best of DX.

AND THAT'S ALL FOR THIS WEEK. MUCH BETTER, BUT STILL WE CAN IMPROVE EVEN MORE. SO LET'S ONCE AGAIN BEG YOU NON-REPORTERS (this far) TO JOIN THE ACTIVE RANKS & NOW!
CHANGES IN FM CALLS - F.C.C.

NEW STATION

1400 Waldon, North Carolina

NEW CALLS

1220 KOUR Independence, Iowa

1240 WDXY Sumter, South Carolina

1410 WCHP Tuscaloosa, Alabama

1230 WTAP Parkersburg, W.Va., fr. WCOM

1350 WLQ Mobile, Alabama, fr. WCIQ

1870 WOJI New Albany, Ind., fr. WLMP

FACILITIES

1930 WITY Danville, Illinois, to 1,000 U-2, from 1,000 U-3 - no change in nighttime operation.

1033 KPOP Los Angeles, California, to 50,000 L-5 (L-KDRA) from 5,000 L-1, same channel.

1233 WJEF Grand Rapids, Michigan, to 500/250 U-1, same channel, from 250 U-1.

1330 KYNO Fresno, California, to 5,000/1,000 U-2, from 1,000 U-4 - same channel; no change in nighttime operation.

1340 KROC Rochester, Minnesota, to 1,000/250 U-1, from 250 U-1, same channel.

1430 WPRY Perry, Florida, to 250 SH-1, from 250 U-1, same channel (immediately)

1450 WKOK Meridian, Mississippi, to 1,000/250 U-1, from 250 U-1, same channel.

1470 KXOA Sacramento, California, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-2, same channel, no change in nighttime operation.

1490 KXAR Hope, Arkansas, to 250 SH-1, from 250 U-1, same channel (immediately)

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE

1410 WDBN Pensacola, Florida FCC KBBK Ex-KASA

1490 WEAQ Ex-WEBU FCC KYAP Pueblo, New Mexico

1390 WRMS Beardstown, Illinois NRC WOTT Watertown, New York FCC

1390 KODD Honolulu, Hawaii NRC WOTZ Ex-WISC

1210 KXEN St. Louis, Missouri NRC WBCQ Now at Whitehall, Mich

1150 KASM New 1,000 D-1 FCC KBRI Brinkley, Arkansas

1580 WXTN Lexington, Mississippi FCC

REMINISCING WITH ROSENBAUM

Some call letters of the 1922-1925 period

Call Meters Location Call Meters Location

X1OE 520 Chihuahua CYZ 380 Mexico City

CYL 469 Mexico City CYX 333 Mexico City

CYR 440 Mazatlan

CZE 359 Mexico City

EZUY 360 Baguio

NEW YORK CITY and NEW YORK STATE should remind us that next year's Convention will be in the Empire State, at White Plains, New York. We are working out some special and different ideas to present, some as "surprise" items - when you get there - so by all means, make those plans now to be on hand. Save your pennies, and have a real ball!